Abstract-Successful operation of off-road mobile robots faces the challenge of mobility hazards posed by soft, deformable terrain, e.g., sand traps. The slip caused by these hazards has a significant impact on tractive efficiency, leading to complete immobilization in extreme circumstances. This paper addresses the interaction between dry frictional soil and the multilegged wheel-leg concept, with the aim of exploiting its enhanced mobility for safe, in situ terrain sensing. The influence of multiple legs and different foot designs on wheel-leg-soil interaction is analyzed by incorporating these aspects to an existing terradynamics model. In addition, new theoretical models are proposed and experimentally validated to relate wheel-leg slip to both motor torque and stick-slip vibrations. These models, which are capable of estimating wheel-leg slip from purely proprioceptive sensors, are then applied in combination with detected wheel-leg sinkage to successfully characterize the load bearing and shear strength properties of different types of deformable soil. The main contribution of this paper enables nongeometric hazard detection based on detected wheel-leg slip and sinkage.
Models for Slip Estimation and Soft Terrain
to characterize the terrain, e.g., with a Bevameter [3] or Cone Penetrometer [4] . The former case implies that, by the time the robot detects the hazard, it might be too late for it to escape. The latter case usually involves dedicated instrumentation, meaning significant added mass and power, as well as more or less extended stopping times for sensor deployment and operation. The tightening of design constraints and speed reductions necessary in both cases have a considerable impact in missions where recovery of an immobilized robot is difficult or impossible, e.g., planetary exploration [5] , causing performance degradation [6] , [7] , or even mission termination [8] .
In order to address this issue by enabling automated characterization of deformable terrain in a way that mission safety is maximized while minimizing the impact on mission efficiency, this paper proposes sensing the interaction with soft deformable terrain of a hybrid "wheel-leg," designed by the German Research Centre for Artificial Intelligence (DFKI) [9] and illustrated in Fig. 1(a) . This rimless, spoked wheel combines the simplicity of wheels and mobility of legs, achieving an attractive tradeoff whose benefits have been demonstrated in several robotic applications [10] . Therefore, its use for in situ soil characterization instead of conventional rimmed wheels would improve the chances of the rover escaping a hazard detected by sensing wheel-leg-terrain interaction.
An existing terradynamics model [11] is applied to study the influence of leg number and foot design on wheel-leg-soil interaction. Two novel low-complexity, linear models are proposed to relate wheel-leg slip and deformable soil physical properties based on wheel-leg vibrations and motor torque. These magnitudes are then applied and combined with wheel-leg sinkage to characterize four relatively similar dry frictional soils. Testing for empirical model refinement is carried out on a single wheelleg test bed (SWLTB), while validation of slip detection and soil characterization is performed on a fully mobile, wheel-legged robot developed by DFKI [12] .
The proposed models are valuable to improve the performance of future terrestrial and planetary off-road robotics applications, e.g., the tandem primary-scout rover concept proposed by the EU FP7 FASTER project [13] illustrated in Fig. 1(b) . The performance improvements based on the contributions of this paper can be applied on two fronts: 1) Improvement of multilegged wheel-leg locomotion with purely proprioceptive slip estimation, based on torque and vibrations, applicable to traction control or localization. 2) Improvement of mission safety with in situ physical soil characterization, in terms of normal stiffness and shear strength, applicable to nongeometric hazard detection. The second application is emphasized, providing an example of how the proposed soil characterization approaches based on wheel-leg slip, torque, vibrations, and sinkage can be used to reliably predict the mobility efficiency of a heavier primary robot equipped with lower-mobility rimmed wheels, enabling it to avoid entering unsafe or nontraversable terrain.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the wheel-leg locomotion and sensing systems, the experimental setups and methodologies used, and defines the existing terradynamics model. Section III introduces the theoretical wheelleg-soil interaction models proposed, analyzes the effect of multiple legs and different feet on wheel-leg performance, and evaluates the slip estimation performance of the torque-based and vibrations-based models. Section IV presents the soil characterization approaches based on wheel-leg slip and sinkage. Section V discusses the validation results of soil shear strength and load bearing characterization and provides an example application to wheeled rover mobility prediction. Section VI summarizes the main conclusions of this research and suggests guidelines for future work.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
This study addresses three main components: multilegged wheel-leg locomotors, dry frictional soil, and the interaction between both of them. This section presents the hardware and software setup related to the wheel-leg, the types of soil simulant used and their physical characteristics and the existing terradynamic model for the interaction between rotary legs, i.e., single-legged wheel-legs, and deformable terrain. Further details on the experimental and simulation methods introduced in this section and used later in this paper can be found in [14] to reproduce the results.
A. Wheel-Leg Hardware and Software Setup
As shown in Fig. 1(a) , the wheel-leg considered in this study consists of a five-spoked rimless wheel, actuated by a single degree of freedom so that the spokes act as rotary legs, thus enhancing the mobility of the robot on irregular or deformable terrain. More details on the design of the wheel-leg itself can be found in [12] . A novel sensor system is integrated with the locomotion system to observe its interaction with the terrain and estimate magnitudes related to its slip and sinkage. The robot operating system (ROS) middleware framework is used for computational load distribution and flexibility of integration with different robot platforms. The details of the hardware and software implementation of the system introduced in this section are described in [15] .
Four different sensor modalities are combined in this system. An absolute angular encoder is required to measure the absolute angular position of the wheel-leg relative to the robot reference frame. In addition, an inertial measurement unit (IMU) is used to both estimate the attitude of the robot reference frame in the world reference frame and measure body accelerations. A current transducer gauges the current of the dc motor driving the wheel-leg, linearly related to the torque it provides. Finally, an infrared range-finder (IR) is mounted on the underside of the chassis to measure ground clearance and estimate the level of wheel-leg sinkage.
The IMU contains its own on-board processor for data acquisition, attitude estimation, and signal preprocessing. It broadcasts the data through a serial connection to a microcontroller unit that synchronizes it with data acquired through general analogue/digital inputs from the other sensors. The preprocessed data are then wrapped in ROS message format, serialized using the ros_serial package, and transmitted via-USB to a Linux computer that handles ROS node management, data postprocessing, and logging. The system is integrated in two different test beds:
1) Single Wheel-Leg Test Bed: For initial testing and empirical model refinement, an in-house SWLTB is employed. Its single locomotor setting favors repeatable testing under controlled conditions, and consists of a rigid assembly containing the wheel-leg's actuator, sensors, and processors. This assembly is attached to a moving carriage that is translated by a motorized wheeled mechanism along 5 m long, straight guide rails on each side of a box containing sand. The attachment between the wheel-leg assembly and the moving carriage consists of a passive, frictionless rotary joint and a tilting arm that enables the freely sinking, naturally tilting motion created by the irregular rolling of a wheel-leg. In this setup, depicted in Fig. 2(a) , the microcontroller of the sensor system also deals with the speed control of the wheel-leg and carriage dc motors.
2) Fully Mobile Robot: For final validation, the fully mobile robot depicted in Fig. 2(b) is used. Originally developed by DFKI [12] , the robot is equipped with two front wheel-legs and two rear helical wheels to reduce soil disturbance during point turns. Two identical copies of the sensor system described above are integrated with the two front wheel-legs for testing. In this case, it is the robot's on-board computer that controls the speed of all four locomotors. It also interfaces with the sensor systems, manages ROS nodes, integrates them with the on-board RObot construction kit (ROCK) middleware, and postprocesses and logs the data. When experimenting with both setups, the level of slippage of the observed wheel-legs can be regulated through relative speed control between the motors driving the wheel-legs and those driving the SWLTB moving carriage or the rear wheels of the rover. The absolute slip is measured externally using visual marker tracking [16] . Tests on both platforms were carried out with five distinct levels of commanded slip: no slip (0%), 12.5%, 25%, 37.5%, and 50%. More details on the experimental setups and their operation can be found in [15] .
B. Soil Simulants Characteristics
A range of four different dry granular materials are used in order to study the influence of soil properties and evaluate the applicability of the proposed sensor system and interaction models to soil characterization and classification. They comprise a well graded quartz sand (SSC-1), a fine quartz sand (SSC-3), a coarse quartz sand (ES-3), and a fine garnet silt (SSC-2). More details on their sourcing, preparation, and characterization can be found in [17] .
Before each test, the soil is prepared with a repeatable raking method, ensuring strength consistency through in situ dynamic cone penetrometer tests [18] . Test repetitions performed amount to at least 60 independent samples for each soil type. The main properties of the soil materials are summarized in Table I , physically characterized in terms of the following.
1) Direct Shear Strength:
The amount of shear stress (τ C ) that drained soil is able to sustain before failing under a normal load (σ) can be expressed as a function of its cohesion (c) and internal friction angle (φ) using the Mohr-Coulomb criterion, shown in (1) . The shear stress evolution with deformation (j) toward the constant-volume critical state can be modeled as an exponential curve as per Janosi's formula in (2) . The shear deformation modulus usually employed in the exponent of this equation can be calculated as a function of the dimensionless deformation modulus (K A ) and contact patch area (A S ) according to [19] 
2) Normal Load Stiffness: The normal stress soil reaction at a certain sinkage depth (z) can be modeled using Bekker's nonlinear equation. The cohesive and frictional coefficients (k C , k τ ) can be unified (k U ) for a given contact width (b). This relationship can be linearized [11] using a gain (α Z ) and an offset (σ 0 ) as shown in
C. Terradynamics of Single-Legged Wheel-Legs
While wheel-soil interaction [20] and wheel slip detection [1] have been thoroughly researched, far less attention has been given to wheel-legs. Examples of related work generally consider rigid ground rather than soft soil [21] , conventional articulated legs rather than rotary legs [22] , [23] , or assume very low sinkage and lack experimental validation [24] . However, there is a series of research publications that address the interaction and performance of robots with multiple single-legged wheel-legs through systematic empirical studies [25] , [26] and experimentally validated terradynamics modeling [11] , [27] .
Wheel-legs have a characteristic irregular rolling motion with discontinuous terrain contacts, which shares some common characteristics with the interaction of both wheels and legs with deformable terrain. At the same time, the particularities of this irregular rolling differentiate the wheel-leg from the two aforementioned locomotion concepts, mainly in that both attack (β) and intrusion (γ) angles of the soil-locomotor interface vary continuously in a significant manner. These angles are graphically represented in Fig. 3 .
To account for this, the terradynamics model proposed in [11] assumes horizontal and vertical interface stresses (σ X |Z ) to be directly proportional to depth, as seen in (4), and establishes an explicit dependence of their gains (α X |Z ) on the attack and intrusion angles of said interface. The dependence was parametrized using the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) coefficients, as shown in (5) . The DFT coefficients in vector M were generalized into the common coefficient vector M 0 using the vertical stress gain in flat (β = 0) downward (γ = π/2) penetration, as a scaling factor, following (6) . The values of the unscaled coefficients are summarized in Table II , and more details on their derivation can be found in [11] [
III. WHEEL-LEG-SOIL INTERACTION AND SLIP MODELS
Other than having multiple legs, the most remarkable characteristic of the wheel-leg design considered in this study is the possibility of attaching different foot designs at the end of its spokes. This section incorporates these aspects to the terradynamics model, generalizing it for multilegged wheel-legs with configurable feet. Moreover, theoretical models linking wheel-leg slip and soil characteristics are derived by looking at their correlation with midstance torque and vibrations caused by stick-slip events, and their ability to estimate slip on known terrain is evaluated.
A. Generalized Terradynamics for Multilegged Wheel-Legs
A generalized multilegged wheel-leg with interchangeable feet has n S spokes, each of them equipped with feet divided into a front "tip" and a rear "heel" section. Each of these three sections, i.e., legs, foot tips, and foot heels, can be defined as a simplified geometry of constant width (b L , b T , b H ) with a given length (l L , l T , l H ) and curvature arc height (h L , h T , h H ). For stress calculations, each section is divided into n L , n T , and n H equally dimensioned segments of length l . The reduced number of configuration parameters permits a good simulation tradeoff between computational complexity and design flexibility. Fig. 4 illustrates this with simulation screenshots, including section labels and interface stresses, using the wheel-leg shown in Fig. 1, equipped with: a) The load testing foot (LTF) [15] , which consists of a prominent convex front "tip" and a nonexistent "heel." b) The symmetric rubber foot (SRF) [21] , which counts with flat "heel" and "tip" sections of equal dimensions. c) The camel inspired foot (CIF) [28] , which is provided with a large concave "tip" and a smaller convex "heel." This set of designs covers a range of foot lengths and widths, which have a direct impact on force distribution, as well as curvatures, which have been also shown to affect terradynamic forces [11] , for both the foot tip and heel sections. However, no detailed parametric analysis of each of these factors is intended within the scope of this paper, but rather a sparse quantitative analysis of how different foot designs can affect wheel-leg slip and sinkage, as well as their sensitivity to soil characteristics.
The numerical values for all configuration parameters used in these examples, are summarized in Table III . This table also includes other wheel-leg simulation parameters including rotation speed (ω). Given its low value and the high deformability of the terrain, the dynamic effects of the impacts between the legs and the ground, commonly addressed in studies for wheel-leg metastability on rigid floors [29] , are not discussed within the scope of this paper.
In [11] , the individual stress contributions of each interface segment are linearly added to the total interaction forces (F X , F Z ). For the generalized case of a multilegged wheel-leg with interchangeable feet, the same hypothesis of linear superposition of individual stresses is applied. This assumption is reasonable given that the distance between consecutive feet is several times bigger than the size of the feet themselves. However, it might not hold in cases where that distance-to-size ratio is smaller, due to the wheel-leg having shorter legs, more legs, or bigger feet. These cases might require explicitly modeling interferences or synergies between the interface stresses generated by consecutive legs.
Following this assumption, the extended total interaction forces are calculated for each time step of the simulation using (7), where suffix Y denotes the corresponding section of the wheel-leg, i.e., leg, foot tip, or foot heel, and β Y m ,n and γ Y m ,n represent the attack and intrusion angles of the nth segment in the Y section of the mth spoke. The resulting forces are then used to update the dynamic motion of the wheel-leg, following (8) , in which M and v X |Z correspond to the mass and horizontal/vertical velocities associated to the rolling axis of the wheel-leg, respectively. The longitudinal velocity v X can be controlled in these dynamic equations to simulate desired wheel-leg slip levels 
This application of the terradynamics simulations published in [11] enables quantitatively analyzing the effect over the performance of the wheel-leg when varying the number of legs and the design of the feet attached, if any. Although the effects of both aspects are coupled and ideally their design optimization should be performed simultaneously, the analysis performed here is de-coupled in two stages for clarity, tackling the number of legs first and the foot design second.
Wheel-leg sinkage (z W ) and slip (i W ) are analyzed according to these factors. They are both defined as a function of the wheel-leg attack angle (β W ), which corresponds to the attack angle of the leg (β L ) that is closest to the direction of gravity (β = π/2), as shown earlier in Fig. 3(b) , according to
Wheel-leg sinkage at any given instant t is defined as the distance in the direction of gravity between the tip of the closest leg to the direction of gravity and the terrain level below the wheel-leg's rotation axis. This magnitude is a function of the absolute position in the vertical Z-axis of the wheel-leg hub (z H ) and the terrain (z T ) following
Wheel-leg slip at any given instant t, referring to the dimensionless slip ratio [30] and not to the slipped distance, is defined as one minus the ratio of actual displacement in the traversal X-axis of the wheel-leg hub (x H ) over the traversal displacement the wheel-leg should achieve according to its angular speed (ω) under no-slip conditions, as per
Simulating feet-less wheel-legs with an increasing number of uniformly distributed legs (n S ∈ [1, 5] ) in identical scenarios demonstrates the significant effect that this parameter has over sinkage and slip. To illustrate this, the root mean square (rms) value for z W and i W was calculated for the duration of a full revolution of the wheel-leg. As depicted in Fig. 5(a) , the rms sinkage over time increases steadily and the rms slip shown in Fig. 5(b) decreases drastically as the second, third, and fourth legs are added to a single-legged wheel-leg. While these opposite slipsinkage trends seem counterintuitive it must be remarked that, since these are rms values over time, they are mainly due to the reduction of time intervals during which the wheel-leg is not being effectively propelled forward (i W = 1) and the improvement of load distribution thanks to longer multileg stance transition periods [14] . This is corroborated by the roughly constant values of maximum sinkage plotted in Fig. 5(a) and the significantly lower rms slip values when considering only the time intervals when the leg is effectively propelled (i W < 1).
Adding a fifth leg causes the maximum sinkage to drop significantly, as the rms sinkage decreases, inverting the trend observed for less legs. This lower sinkage is accompanied as well by a reduction of rms slip. However, a sixth leg fails to further reduce slippage. And, although rms sinkage does experience a slight decrease, the maximum sinkage is actually higher than that seen on a five-legged wheel-leg. These observations, together with the lower climbing ability of wheel-legs with six or more spokes [31] , support the choice of the five-legged wheellegs for a better tradeoff between climbing ability/mobility and traversal smoothness/efficiency.
Finally, the addition of feet, also has a distinct impact on the slip and sinkage of a wheel-leg. Simulations were carried out with a five-legged wheel-leg equipped with the SRF, LTF, and CIF for comparison with the feet-less wheel-leg, freely rolling in a self-propelled fashion over a range of soils in the α Z ∈ [0.4, 1.0] interval. As expected, feet with larger contact areas lead to lower sinkages, as shown in Fig. 6 (a), favoring energy efficient locomotion on granular media. This makes the CIF the preferred option from the mobility standpoint due to its significantly larger footprint size, supported by its significantly lower slip, as shown in Fig. 6(c) .
However, it is of higher interest for this paper to analyze the sensitivity of the wheel-leg's performance to soil physical properties. The graph represented in Fig. 6(b) demonstrates how the sensitivity of LTF sinkage to soil stiffness, calculated as the least squares linear slope of sinkage over α Z , is superior to that of all the other foot configurations. It is even higher than that of the feet-less option, in spite of the higher absolute sinkages experienced by the latter.
The sensitivity of wheel-leg slip to soil stiffness, plotted in Fig. 6(d) , is highest for the feet-less configuration, at the cost of having the highest slip levels and therefore the least efficient motion. On the other hand, the LTF is placed second in terms of slip-stiffness sensitivity, higher than that of SRFs, while achieving similar slip levels as the latter.
These simulation results reveal that, although the CIF design is the most appropriate in terms of motion efficiency, it provides by far the poorest sensitivity to soil properties. Using no feet is the least adequate option from the mobility standpoint, but it also does not provide a higher sensitivity to soil characteristics than the LTF. The latter design is superior in terms of soil sensing capabilities to the SRF, while standing head-to-head with it regarding mobility efficiency. Overall, the LTF yields the best tradeoff between mobility and soil characterization and is therefore employed in all simulations and experiments used to generate the results in the rest of this paper.
Two considerations should be pointed out regarding this choice. It focuses on forward motion, i.e., the wheel-legs are rolling primarily in the direction that the feet were designed for, with minimal backtracking. A significantly different behavior can be expected from the two asymmetric foot designs, i.e., the LTF and CIF, if the robot incurs in extended periods of backward rolling, thus affecting the foot design choice in favor of the symmetric SRF design.
Moreover, if more emphasis was to be made on wheel-leg mobility over soil characterization capability, CIF would be the preferred option. A suitable option to increase safety and caution with the CIF while retaining some of the sensing capabilities of the LTF would be to choose a mixed feet configuration, interleaving different designs on the legs of a single wheel-leg. However, the implications of these two factors, i.e., backward rolling and heterogeneous feet configurations, are outside the scope of this paper.
B. Terramechanics Midstance Wheel-Leg Approximation
The traditional terramechanics approach to wheel-soil interaction modeling assumes a quasi-static force equilibrium, in which steady-state soil reaction forces can be calculated through integration of normal and shear stresses across the wheel-soil interface. As seen in Section III-A, the assumptions of terramechanics are not generally valid for a wheel-leg due to the constantly changing attack and intrusion angles of its interface with the soil. However, it is proposed to approximate the terramechanics model to the midstance of a wheel-leg's stance cycle, i.e., when a single stance leg is vertically aligned with the gravity vector (β W = π/2), under the premise that around that instant the leg is standing on compacted soil and undergoes slow angle variations.
Assuming that the midstance leg has a foot with a convex circular sector profile, as is the case of the LTF chosen for experimentation, the angle of maximum normal interface stress can be expressed as a function of slip, as shown in (12) . In addition, the shear deformation required to calculate the shear stress in (2) can be calculated as a function of slip and the angle between the interface element and the surface (θ), the foot entry angle (θ 1 ), and the foot curvature radius (R), by applying
Thereafter, the total vertical reaction force (F V ), assuming a uniform transversal stress distribution, can be calculated integrating the stresses as per (14), where b is the foot's width and θ 1 W is the foot's arc angle
Contrary to a conventional rigid wheel, the limits of these integrals depend on the relative values of the maximum stress, foot arc, and foot circumference contact entry angles. This leads to three distinct cases as follows.
1) Low sinkage: The foot is not completely submerged in the soil and θ 1 W > θ 1 , as in Fig. 7(a) . 2) High sinkage: The foot sinks beyond the point of maximum normal stress and θ 1 W < θ M , as in Fig. 7(b) . 3) Medium sinkage: The foot sinks completely but not beyond the point of maximum normal stress, as in Fig. 7(c) . In general, the rotation axis of the wheel-leg might not coincide with the center of curvature of the foot (l L + h T = R), as is the case for the wheel-leg and LTF used in this study. The polar coordinates, i.e., contact angle (θ * ) and radial distance (R * ), from the wheel-leg rotation hub can be calculated with (15) and (16), respectively, as
The balance between the vertical reaction and the weight supported by the wheel-leg yields the quasi-static midstance sinkage level, which can be then used to calculate the torque (T ) provided by the wheel-leg's motor with the stress integrals shown in (17) , for the three possible cases considered. This formula is based on the assumption that only one leg is in contact with the ground and is not valid when other legs are simultaneously contributing to the torque
When looking at the correlation between slip and this terramechanics-based midstance torque, highly linear trends were observed, as illustrated in Fig. 8 , leading to the linear regression model shown in (18) , which enables the calculation of a torque-based wheel-leg slip estimate (i T ) Moreover, high Goodness of Fit (GoF) was achieved when applying multiple linear regression between the torque-slip intercept (a I , T ) and gradient (b I , T ) and the two main physical characteristics of frictional soils: the internal friction angle and the lumped normal stiffness coefficient (σ 1 = σ 0 + α Z ). The resulting fitted coefficients and corresponding GoF are summarized in Table IV , and yield a direct linear torque-slip relationship for a given soil through coefficient matrix Φ T , shown in the right-hand side of (18) .
The simulated results were compared to the empirical results obtained during the SWLTB test campaign. While the measured torque values remained in the range expected from the simulations, the linear fit parameters were significantly different, with much steeper torque-slip curves. This can be explained by an excessive influence of soil stiffness (σ 1 ) over the torque-slip coefficients (a I , T , b I , T ), through model parameters b σ and c σ . It indicates that the terramechanics principles used to calculate the normal and shear contact stresses to predict motor torque are insufficient for the wheel-leg midstance case, due to its inability to capture the terradynamic effects caused by the continuously changing attack and intrusion angles of a wheel-leg.
In consequence, the torque-slip model was empirically revised, with a modified coefficient matrix Φ T , E shown in (19) but maintaining the linearity and high GoF, as seen in Table IV. The main difference between this model and the original terramechanics one resides in the much higher influence of internal friction and the nearly negligible effect of normal stiffness. In fact, the torque-slip intercept of the empirically refined model was observed to remain roughly constant for all tested soils, yielding a further simplified model where said intercept is independent from soil characteristics and the torque-slip gradient depends linearly only on the shear strength of the soil, as captured by Φ T , S in ( 
C. Rotating Spring Model for Wheel-Leg Stick-Slip
Once midstance is overcome, a phase is entered where the foot in contact with the ground, with an associated mass m F , is anchored in compacted soil and propels the wheel-leg hub, with an associated mass M H . As the hub advances and starts to fall toward the ground, the external tangential force (F E ) applied on the compacted ground might increase to a point where an abrupt soil failure occurs, leading to stick-slip phenomena as seen during initial SWLTB tests. To capture this circumstance, the tangential contact force (F T C ) is modeled to account for static/dynamic friction (μ S |D ), as
A comprehensive but simplified model is deduced and validated in [22] taking into account soil and mechanism characteristics for the prediction of this tangential contact force on conventional, vertical-stance legs. However, emphasis here is made on analyzing stick-slip vibrations of rotary legs. Therefore, the leg in contact with the ground is modeled as a rotating linear spring of length l S and stiffness k S , producing a compression force (F S ) proportional to the relative positions of the contact (x C ) and hub (x H , z H ) points following
As long as the product of the static friction coefficient (μ S = tan φ S ) and the normal contact force (F N ) can overcome F E , the foot remains anchored and the static regime represented in Fig. 9(a) is maintained. When this condition is breached, the soil fails and the dynamic regime represented in Fig. 9(b) is entered, with a tangential reaction force proportional to the dynamic friction coefficient (μ D = tan φ D ).
The vertical acceleration of the hub (a Z , H ) during both regimes depends on the leg attack angle (β L ) and is ruled by the vertical balance between the weight applied on the hub (W H ) 
On the other hand, horizontal motion of the contact point only takes place during the dynamic regime, and its horizontal acceleration (a X , C ) depends on F S and β L as per
A linear relationship can be found using least squares regression between the level of slip and maximum amplitude of the vibrations in hub accelerations (Δa) predicted by this rotating spring model, leading to the formula in (24) for the calculation of a vibrations-based slip estimate (i V ). Moreover, the parameters of this torque-vibrations equation can be fitted through multiple linear regression as a planar function of k S and the static friction angle increment (Δφ
The coefficients of the transformation matrix Φ V , P , shown in (25) , yield high GoF values as summarized in Table V also seen in (25) and Table V .
D. Wheel-Leg Slip Estimation Performance
Based on the wheel-leg torque and stick-slip vibrations measured during the tests using the fully mobile robot and the ground truth soil characteristics shown in Table I , the models presented in Sections III-B and III-C were used to estimate the level of slip incurred by the front wheel-legs. The mean slip estimate error, calculated from the difference between the estimated slip and the actual slip for every leg stance cycle, is used as the metric to evaluate slip estimation performance for each soil and for the total of all soils at each tested slip level. These values are shown in Fig. 10 for the torque-based models, and in Fig. 11 for the vibrations-based models.
The torque-based empirical model shows good performance with mean errors well below 10% in all cases except SSC-3 and ES-3 at 50% slip, as seen in Fig 10(a) . Meanwhile, the simplified model shown in Fig. 10(b) does present a noticeable slip estimate degradation. Although the global mean errors are maintained below 10%, SSC-3 suffers an overestimation well beyond that level, as well as ES-3 for 50% slip. The planar vibrations-based model shows good slip estimation for slip levels of 25% and below. At higher slip levels errors increase, most notably underestimating the slip of SSC-2, as seen in Fig. 11(a) . The results of the linear model, shown in Fig. 11(b) , suffer a similar degradation at high slip, especially in the overestimation for ES-3. However, both the planar and linear vibrations-based models demonstrate global mean errors below 5% for low slip and below 10% for higher slip.
Overall, the vibrations-based approaches produce slightly less accurate slip estimates than the torque-based models. Nevertheless, both methods have similarly low global error mean values but high variability depending on the soil type. As a result, an uncertainty-based fusion approach is proposed to combine both torque and vibrations inputs into a fused slip estimate (i F ) and attempts to reduce this variability. Weighted averaging was applied, where the weights (w S , T |V ) for the individual slip estimates obtained with (18) and (24) correspond to the ratio of the other model's error variance (σ 2 S , T |V ) over the sum of both variances, as in
(26) This fusion scheme agrees with the optimal gain of the Kalman filter measurement update for variance minimization. The equation yields the weights summarized in Table VI for the six possible combinations of a torque-based and a vibrationsbased model. In the same table, the differences between the errors of the fused estimate and the individual torque-based and the vibrations-based estimates are shown, both in mean (Δe S , T |V ) and standard deviation (Δσ S , T |V ).
Slip estimate fusion has mixed effects on the mean error, causing small increments or decrements of up to 4% depending on the individual models used. However, the standard deviation of the errors (shown between parentheses) undergoes generalized significant reductions, as high as 15%.
IV. SOIL CHARACTERIZATION MODELS
If an exterioceptive wheel-leg slip estimate is available, the models presented in Sections III-B and III-C, which relate wheel-leg slip and soil physical characteristics, can be applied to soil characterization based on wheel-leg torque and stick-slip vibrations. In addition, wheel-leg sinkage estimates obtained using the methods presented in [15] can provide additional information toward the physical characterization of different soils. Similarly to [32] and [33] , the models applied are kept linear to favor efficiency for online computation.
A. Slip-Based Characterization
The strategy to apply slip measurements to soil characterization through the vibrations-slip and torque-slip models consists of two steps. First, the slip sensed through the combination of exterioceptive localization and proprioceptive wheel-leg odometry is combined with wheel-leg torque and vibrations amplitude measurements to estimate the parameters defining the linear models in (18) and (24), i.e., a I , T , b I , T and a I , V , b I , V , respectively. Thereafter, transformation matrices Φ T and Φ V can be used to calculate their associated soil characteristics, using T i
In the case of the vibrations-slip model, one final step is required in order to convert the soil parameters from the rotating spring model, i.e., Δφ and k S , into standard soil characteristics, i.e., φ and σ 1 . This is achieved applying the multiple linear regression models of (28), with the numerical values and GoF shown in Table VII φ
In the cases of nonsquare transformation matrices, i.e., Φ T , T , Φ T , E , and Φ V , P , the model requires a minimum of two measurement pairs in order to determine the respective slip intercept a I , T |V and slope b I , T |V . Moreover, those measurements need to be sufficiently spread in terms of slip value for the regressed coefficients to be meaningful. These considerations imply a lower soil characterization spatial resolution, i.e., a single estimate of soil characteristics requires two or more leg stance cycles, and a complex wheel-leg speed control strategy, i.e., the wheel-leg speed needs to be varied relative to the robot's traversal speed during consecutive leg stances in order to achieve sufficiently different slip levels. However, these downsides are avoided by the models with square transformation matrices, i.e., Φ T , S and Φ V , L , since they require a single measurement pair to conduct the soil characterization. This augments the soil characterization spatial resolution to a single leg stance cycle and eliminates the need to actively vary wheel-leg speed, at the expense of a potentially less accurate soil characterization.
B. Sinkage-Based Characterization
As shown by previous research on single wheel and multiwheeled robots rolling over planetary soil simulants [32] , wheel sinkage is more closely related to the load bearing parameters of soil, while wheel slip is indicative of the shear strength of the soil. This suggests that the proposed slip models will not be able to reliably estimate the normal load stiffness of the soil, while a wheel-leg sinkage measurement would be able to remedy this shortfall.
Using the generalized terradynamics model proposed in Section III-A, simulations were carried out with the same operating conditions as those used for experimental validation, i.e., M = 3.75 kg and ω = 0.3 rad/s, and the characteristics of the four soil types shown in Table I . For a more comprehensive model, simulations were also carried out with the characteristics of the same four soil types prepared to looser and denser states using the pouring and vibrating methodologies proposed in [34] . These preparation methods significantly affect the compaction state, which in turn changes the normal stiffness characteristics of the soil but not the critical shear strength.
The midstance sinkage (z M ) generated in the simulations once steady state is reached demonstrates an inversely proportional relation to the lumped normal stiffness coefficient σ 1 , as plotted in Fig. 12 . Only the simulations with medium and dense SSC-2 show a significant deviation from this trend.
The least squares inversely proportional fitted model, shown as a black line in this chart with dashed lines at ± two standard deviations, has only one parameter (s σ ) which represents the expected soil normal stiffness when the wheel-leg sinks 1 cm.
Meanwhile, the internal friction angle has a highly linear correlation with the wheel-leg midstance sinkage predicted by the simulations, achieving an R 2 = 0.98 value for the linear fit with the coefficients shown in Table VII . This leads to the soil characterization system with transformation matrix Φ S shown in (29) , which yields the two main shear and load bearing characteristics of the soil from midstance wheel-leg sinkage 
V. SOIL CHARACTERIZATION PERFORMANCE
The soil characterization approaches based on wheel-leg slip and sinkage, described in Section IV, were tested on the mobile robot described in Section II-A with all four soils prepared to their medium compaction state through the raking method, as described in Section II-B, in order to assess their effectiveness when estimating soil normal load stiffness and shear internal friction angle. Moreover, the usefulness of this approach is illustrated with a specific application to a cooperative robot navigation scenario [13] .
A. Load Bearing and Shear Strength Characterization Results
The experiments performed with the fully mobile robot on all four soil types considered were used to validate the soil characterization models presented in the previous section. The slip, calculated using wheel-leg odometry and visual tracking, was combined with torque readings from the current transducers and vibrations measurements from the IMU to estimate the normal stiffness and internal friction characteristics for each leg stance cycle according to (27) . Moreover, the sinkage of each wheel-leg was estimated using the output of the IR according to the method presented in [15] , in order to estimate the same soil characteristics using (29) .
The relative estimation error for each of the two magnitudes and each estimation model was calculated for every leg stance cycle as the difference between the estimated value and the ground truth characteristic according to the values in Table I, divided by said ground truth value. The means and standard deviations of these errors, grouped by model used and soil type, are summarized in Table VIII . Regarding the estimation of the internal friction angle, the lower complexity models, i.e., the torque-based simplified model (Φ T , S ) and the vibrations-based linear model (Φ V , L ), managed to match the overall performance across all four soils of their corresponding higher complexity models, i.e., the torque-based empirical model (Φ T , E ) and the vibrations-based planar model (Φ V , P ), respectively, achieving global overestimation errors with means below 11% and standard deviations below 15%. On the other hand, the estimation of the load bearing stiffness was more accurate with the torque-based models, with mean errors beneath 15% in absolute value, while the vibrations-based models were more precise, achieving global standard deviations twice as small as the former.
As expected, the sinkage-based model outperformed all slipbased estimation methods for normal stiffness characterization, yielding both lower mean and standard deviation errors. In a more surprising outcome, it also generated better estimates of the internal friction angle, with a mean underestimation of 5% and a standard deviation error of 9%.
When looking at individual soil types, both the input type and the model used affect the characterization performance. The slip-based methods generally perform better on soils dominated by high friction, i.e., SSC-1 and SSC-2, than in those with low friction, i.e., SSC-3 and ES-3. This could be expected from their closer link with shear strength properties.
Paradoxically, the lower-complexity models show partial improvements on low-friction soils relative to their highercomplexity counterparts, but they do so in a complementary manner: while the simplified torque-based model has better performance on ES-3, the linear vibrations-based model decreases mean estimation errors for SSC-3. Finally, the sinkage-based characterization model has significantly better performance for the two low-friction soils than that of the two high-friction soils, as could be expected from their closer relationship with normal load bearing characteristics.
B. Fused Slip-Sinkage Characterization
As seen above, the strengths and weaknesses of each individual soil characterization approach complement each other nicely. Therefore, a fusion algorithm that combines them into a single characterization estimate shows potential to significantly for the normal stiffness estimates. The corresponding weights (w φ |σ , T |V |S ) are calculated using (30) , so as to penalize high variance relative to the other two inputs and grant that the sum of weights is equal to 1 as
(30) In the case of this study, the variances used to calculate those weights are extracted from the experimental results obtained during tests with the SWLTB described in Section II-A. Once the weights are obtained, as shown in Table IX , they can be used to calculate the fused estimates for the shear friction and the normal stiffness of the soil, as per
Given the previously mentioned advantages and similar characterization performance of the simplified torque-based and linear vibrations-based models, these were chosen over the higher-complexity empirical and planar models to calculate the fused characterization estimates. The relative errors of the resulting fused estimates were calculated for all four soils and compared to those of each individual estimate used. The overall differences in mean (Δe σ |φ ) and standard deviation (Δσ σ |φ ) between the fused and individual estimation errors are compiled in Table IX , confirming the expected reduction in estimation error variability across all characterization models, especially for normal stiffness estimation. The mean errors were also generally decreased, except for marginal increments seen in the torque-based estimation of internal friction and in the sinkage-based estimation of normal stiffness. However, these small losses of accuracy are significantly smaller than the accompanying gains for the rest of individual models.
In spite of the general improvement in soil characterization provided by estimate fusion, the resulting absolute errors are still tangible, as can be seen in the plot of Fig. 13 comparing the estimated results for each soil type with the ground truth according to Table I . Nevertheless, part of the estimation variability is to be expected from the inherent uncertainty of soil preparations, while the absolute errors attained are comparable to existing online wheel-soil characterization methods [33] .
In addition, the directions of the estimation errors for each of the two soil characteristics complement themselves in all four soil types, i.e., in those soils where internal friction is overestimated the normal stiffness is underestimated and vice versa. Therefore, these estimation errors qualitatively counteract each other to some extent with regards to general trafficability, although the different stress-strain phenomena make the final quantitative balance strongly dependent on the specific locomotor and soil considered. Accordingly, the nature and relative magnitude of these errors are sensitive to the actual characteristics of the soil. High-friction soil types SSC-1 and SSC-2 suffer a significant underestimation of internal friction, with a slight overestimation of normal stiffness. On the other hand, low-friction soil types SSC-3 and ES-3 undergo a significant underestimation of normal stiffness, while their internal friction is overestimated but in a much lower scale than for the high-friction soils. 
C. Application to Wheel Mobility Classification
The soil characterization algorithm described can be applied to a cooperative multirobot mission concept like the one proposed by the EU FP7 FASTER project [13] . In such scenario, a lightweight wheel-legged rover like the one used for this study would precede a heavier wheeled rover. The latter robot would carry out primary mission-critical tasks, e.g., cargo transport, terrain mapping, or rock sampling. The former robot would scout the terrain to be traversed by the primary wheeled robot, automatically characterizing its nongeometric physical properties in situ, in order to detect and avoid regions that would pose a threat to the lower-mobility wheeled robot.
A suitable criterion to assess the trafficability of the terrain for a heavy wheeled robot is to calculate its pull efficiency (η P ). This metric compares the total thrust force generated by a wheel (F T ) to the net thrust force (F H ) available to propel the vehicle, commonly referred to as drawbar pull. This pull efficiency is equal to one minus the ratio of the total resistive forces (F R ) generated by the terrain onto the wheel over the aforementioned total thrust force, as shown in
All these forces can be calculated by adding the wheel-soil interface stresses obtained from a terramechanics model, as the one introduced in Section III-B and described in more detail in [15] . The inputs required are the known wheel design and operation parameters and the physical characteristics of the soil. The resulting pull efficiencies of a 300 kg robot with six 15 cm radius wheels for all four soil types considered are summarized in Table X , when using both the ground truth characteristics of Table I and also the mean and standard deviation of the estimated output from the wheel-leg fused soil characterization algorithm from Section V-B.
The mean and standard deviation of the estimation error stay below 5% for all soil types tested except SSC-2, which shows slightly higher errors but also significantly higher pull efficiency values. More importantly, all mean errors correspond to underestimated values, meaning that the characterization output is conservative from the mobility standpoint and is unlikely to lead to rover immobilization in soil due to overestimation of its pull efficiency. For example, if three thresholds were to be considered at 35%, 50%, and 65% pull efficiency for discrete simplified decision making, as illustrated by the contour lines overlaid on Fig. 13 , three of the soil types would be correctly classified as "nontrafficable" (SSC-3, with η P < 35%), "unsafe" (SSC-1 with η P ∈ [35%, 50%]), and "safe" (ES-3 with η P ∈ [50%, 65%]). Only SSC-2 would be misclassified on average, as it is downgraded to "safe" from its "trafficable" status according to ground truth (η P > 65%). As mentioned earlier, this error is conservative from a safety point of view but not overly cautious, and therefore suitable for the cooperative scouting application proposed.
VI. CONCLUSION
Three models for the interaction between wheel-legs and soft, deformable terrain were studied. The first one applies existing terradynamic principles to the generalized case of multilegged wheel-legs with interchangeable feet. De-coupled simulations of different leg numbers and foot designs support the choice of a five-legged wheel-leg equipped with LTFs for the best tradeoff between mobility and soil sensitivity.
The other two interaction models approximate the midstance and postmidstance of a single leg stance cycle to a quasi-static terramechanics scenario and a rotating spring with stick-slip phenomena in order to linearly relate wheel-leg slip with motor torque and vibrations amplitude. Controlled experiments on a SWLTB determined the incapability of the terramechanics approximation to accurately capture the effects of changing attack and intrusion angles, requiring an empirical parameter refinement. Both vibrations-based and torque-based models exhibited good slip estimation capabilities on known terrain when validated on a fully mobile wheel-legged robot, even in their simplified versions. Nevertheless, their performance degrades notably for slip levels above 37.5%.
The three interaction models were used to derive linear soil characterization algorithms based on wheel-leg sinkage, slip, torque, and vibrations. Validation on four different soil types with the fully mobile robot showed that, as expected, the sinkage-based method outperformed the slip-based approaches when estimating the soil normal stiffness, as well as the internal friction angle in those soils with low shear strength. The complementary nature of characterization errors depending on the model and soil type motivated an uncertainty-based fusion scheme that significantly improved the results.
Finally, the usefulness of the proposed soil characterization method using a wheel-leg was demonstrated by classifying the four soil types regarding the pull efficiency of a heavier wheeled robot, predicted based on the estimated soil characteristics. This application exploits the fact that normal stiffness and shear strength characterization errors counteract each other, reducing the pull efficiency error for the specific case considered. In addition, this error is consistently conservative from the mobility standpoint, providing an effective solution for safe, nongeometric hazard avoidance for wheeled robots.
In the future, the assumption used that interaction stresses or soil disturbance between contiguous legs of the same wheel-leg is negligible should be experimentally tested, incorporating the results into the terradynamics model to extend its applicability beyond the conditions presented in this paper. The influence of different soil compaction states and higher cohesion will also be studied. While the methodology used implies the derivation of some platform-specific coefficient values, the outcomes are expected to be valid for similar soil types, i.e., highly deformable and noncohesive, and applicable to other robots of comparable size, load, and speed.
